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Abstract

The objectives of this study are 1) to describe the fact of inequality of Arabic subjects in the curriculum as a compulsory subject at the upper secondary education level, 2) to determine the inequality factors of Arabic subjects in the general education curriculum, and 3) to determine the implications of inequality in Arabic as the main subject. Graduates of general education who proceed to Islamic religious universities often encounter challenges in mastering Arabic. This may occur due to the absence of Arabic language subjects during their high school years, compounded by Arabic not being a mandatory component of the general education curriculum. This research uses a qualitative approach with a descriptive research method. Data collection techniques include literature studies, and data analysis used are content analysis. The findings indicate that Arabic is not designated as a core subject in the national education curriculum for secondary education, highlighting the unequal treatment of Arabic within the Indonesian education system. This disparity's repercussion is evident in the challenges encountered by high school graduates when pursuing Arabic studies at Islamic Religious Colleges, stemming from struggles in grasping the fundamentals of the Arabic language. Arabic language learning in general education is only an elective subject in private schools affiliated with religious organizations. This results in students facing challenges in acquiring knowledge in Arabic and grappling with the complexities of learning Islam, particularly for Muslim students.
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Introduction

Arabic in the general education curriculum in Indonesia until now is not listed as a main or compulsory subject in public schools which are schools under the auspices. The position of Arabic in the curriculum is only as an elective subject. This illustrates the contrast between Arabic studies and other foreign languages like English, which have traditionally been incorporated into the general education curriculum as core subjects or institutional requirements. Arabic and English have an important role and also have the same role in Indonesia, namely as a means to understand and develop science and technology. The management of educational institutions in Indonesia is managed by several ministries, but the main reference to the education curriculum must be based on the curriculum set by the Ministry of Education and Culture. For example, if the independent curriculum is implemented by the Minister of Education and Culture, then all educational institutions under all ministries in Indonesia must follow the curriculum. However, when compared to educational institutions under the auspices of the Ministry of Religious Affairs, there are some differences in the pattern and design of learning, considering that educational institutions under the auspices of the Ministry of Religious Affairs have more religious lessons than general studies. Nevertheless, both groups of educational institutions have the same goal and carry out the mandate of Law Number 20 of 2003 concerning the National Education System, which seeks to form students who believe and fear God Almighty, are responsible, democratic, and have expertise in their respective scientific fields.

Arabic has an important role in communication in the international world, considering Arabic is one of the international languages of the six official

---


languages used in the United Nations\textsuperscript{7}. In addition, Arabic is also used as an official language in the Middle East and is spoken by more than 300 million people in the world\textsuperscript{8}. Then Arabic is also a religious language used not only in Indonesia but throughout the world, especially Muslims who number more than 1.5 billion in the world\textsuperscript{9}. This serves as the primary foundation that the government should take into account when contemplating the mandatory inclusion of Arabic language instruction at the high school level.

The dichotomy between general education and religious education in the education system in Indonesia is a factor in the emergence of inequality in Arabic as a core subject. Arabic learning is in fact in general educational institutions but the number is still very small because it is only limited to elective subjects (local content).\textsuperscript{10} As a very positive comparison, the religious education curriculum at the Ministry of Religious Affairs has consistently determined Arabic and English as institutional subjects from the beginning. Both foreign languages are considered very important because they are the language of international communication and a means of developing science and technology. Arabic is very popular in religious educational institutions because it is the basis for understanding Arabic texts\textsuperscript{11}. Nonetheless, Law Number 20 of 2003 regarding the education system does not incorporate or mandate Arabic language instruction as a core subject. It only stipulates English, Indonesian, religious education, and civic education as compulsory subjects. As a consequence, there is an imbalance regarding the status of Arabic as a core subject, particularly at the upper secondary education level\textsuperscript{12}. The impact is to produce students who cannot understand science in Arabic and are less tolerant. Arabic language learning at religious educational institutions in Indonesia produces alumni who are tolerant, pious, love the homeland and are far from


terrorism and radicalism. However, the current obstacle is that many graduates from upper secondary education then continue their studies at Islamic Religious Colleges. Even some alumni from high schools choose the Arabic Language Education Study Program (PBA) with the main reason of wanting to learn Arabic and love Arabic.

A prior study undertaken by Pratama et al. in 2022 examined the learning challenges faced by graduates of public schools in the Arabic language education program at Sekolah Tinggi Ilmu Tarbiyah Madani Yogyakarta. The results showed that the obstacles experienced by public school graduates when learning Arabic in the Arabic Language Education Study Program were vocabulary problems, rule problems, word structure and not confidence. The next research was conducted by Masnah and Ibrahim in 2023 on the analysis of Arabic learning difficulties for high school and vocational school graduate students in the Arabic Language Education study program, at the University of Muhammadiyah Makassar. The results showed that students who graduated from high school and vocational schools found it difficult to learn Arabic because of a lack of knowledge and basics about Arabic. In addition, the difference in GPA scores between high school and vocational graduates with Islamic boarding schools is very significant.

This study diverges from previous research endeavours; while Pratama et al.’s research focuses on the challenges encountered by public school graduates pursuing studies in the Arabic language education program, the current study critiques the absence of Arabic subjects within the general education curriculum. Then the research conducted by Masnah and Ibrahim emphasized the lack of knowledge of high school and vocational graduates in learning Arabic in higher education while this study emphasized the criticism of the general education curriculum that did not contain Arabic subjects.

This study has several objectives, namely 1) to describe the fact of inequality of Arabic subjects in the curriculum as compulsory subjects at the
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Inequality denotes disparity or unfairness leading to discrimination, thereby implying an imbalance\textsuperscript{17}. The inequality of Arabic subjects in the curriculum raises various problems, especially the output of participants who do not know or speak Arabic so it is difficult to understand science or references that use Arabic\textsuperscript{18}. Arabic in general is a science tool that can be used as an instrument in understanding and developing Arabic sources of knowledge such as the holy book of the Qur'an, the book of hadith and the book of Turats in various fields of knowledge\textsuperscript{19}. Hence, it is evident that integrating Arabic language learning into the general educational curriculum, particularly at the high school level, holds significant importance as it can enhance academic prowess and broaden perspectives across diverse domains of knowledge\textsuperscript{20}. Arabic in linguistic aspects is divided into two, namely Fusha Arabic and Ammiyyah, Fusha is the original Arabic language used in the early days of Islam. Ammiyyah is an Arabic language that has changed in terms of vocabulary and structure\textsuperscript{21}. Arabic is a language that brings the representation of Islam into the world of education\textsuperscript{22}. The study of Arabic strengthens every Muslim to practice prayers and other religious values. The implementation of Islamic religious values is supported by Arabic language learning factors\textsuperscript{23}.

---

\textsuperscript{17} Nadila Dwi Adika and Farida Rahmawati, "Analysis of Gender Inequality Indicators and Their Relevance to Inclusive Economic Growth in Indonesia," \textit{Ecoplan} 4, no. 2 (2021): 151–62.


The educational curriculum is interpreted as a set of learning systems consisting of regulatory plans, guidelines, objectives, and content of learning activities\(^\text{24}\). The educational curriculum is a learning structure that is followed by students in the learning system\(^\text{25}\). Creating a curriculum in an effective learning system needs to be followed by an understanding of the basic skills of learners\(^\text{26}\). The educational curriculum is not only a learning material, but an overall experience that is expected to develop students’ competence. The competencies in question are knowledge (cognitive), attitudes (affective), and skills (psychomotor).\(^\text{27}\) Nevertheless, from a critical pedagogical point of view, the curriculum is inseparable from power and public interest, where education policies are uneven and neutral\(^\text{28}\). In this context, the educational curriculum becomes a product that is dynamic, contextual and relative. Therefore, the curriculum is understood as a discursive practice that configures the learning experience\(^\text{29}\).

This study uses a qualitative approach and the research method used is a descriptive method because it seeks to describe the fact of inequality of Arabic subjects in the curriculum as compulsory subjects at the upper secondary education level, factors of inequality of Arabic subjects in the general education curriculum, and the implications of inequality of Arabic subjects as the main subject. The data collection technique in this study is a literature study so the data sources come from journal articles, proceedings, research reports, books, dissertations, theses, online news, magazines, laws and regulations and so on.

Data analysis in this study used content analysis. Content analysis is a way to study indirectly related behaviour or phenomena through books, journal


articles, music or songs, pictures and so on\textsuperscript{30}. Fraenkel and Wallen explained that the procedures in using content analysis are 1) determining objectives, 2) defining terms, 3) classifying content to be analyzed, 4) finding relevant data, 5) establishing relationships of data concepts related to research objectives, 6) drawing samples, and 7) categorizing\textsuperscript{31}.

The research procedures in this study, namely 1) determine the objectives of the research studied, namely the inequality of Arabic subjects in the education curriculum in Indonesia, 2) define, namely the definition of inequality, Arabic, and educational curriculum, 3) classify the analyzed content, namely about the inequality of Arabic subjects in the education curriculum, 4) sort out relevant data related to inequality of subjects Arabic lessons and educational curriculum, 5) establish a relationship between the inequality of Arabic subjects and compulsory subjects contained in the education curriculum 6) draw samples related to policies or regulations related to the education curriculum in general education, especially in high schools 7) categorize to be analyzed, especially the inequality of Arabic subjects and compulsory subjects in the education curriculum in Indonesia, especially in high school, and 8) conduct analysis, and 9) draw conclusions.

Findings and Discussion

The Fact of Inequality of Arabic as a Compulsory Subject in Public Education Institutions

Arabic is an international language that is explicitly classified as an elective subject in the education curriculum system in Indonesia and only English is used as the main subject. Though Arabic has the same position as an international language that functions as a science of tools and science. In addition, the majority of students in general education institutions in Indonesia are Muslims or Muslims\textsuperscript{32}. Arabic from a religious perspective (Islam) should be made a compulsory subject in general education institutions because Arabic is an integral part of Muslims in Indonesia and is aligned with English as the main subject in the general education curriculum\textsuperscript{33}.


\textsuperscript{31} All the end of the earth.


In Law Number 20 of 2003 regarding the National Education System, particularly in Article 31 paragraph (1), it stipulates that the primary and secondary education curriculum must encompass religious studies, civic education, languages, mathematics, social studies, natural sciences, arts and culture, physical and spiritual education, vocational skills, and regional content. Then in paragraph (2) it is also explained that the higher education curriculum must contain religious education, civic education, and language. The regulation does not mention Arabic, which has a very important role in the development of science. This highlights the disparity in the treatment of Arabic language subjects compared to other subjects, resulting in students lacking proficiency in Arabic, particularly those progressing to the university level. On the other hand, article 35 of Law Number 12 of 2012 concerning Higher Education also does not mention that Arabic is a compulsory subject, but the compulsory subjects are religion, Pancasila, citizenship and Indonesian.

The position of Arabic as an elective subject is a problem because the implementation of learning is very dependent on several things, namely first, the number of interested students must be enough for one class. Secondly, the availability of teachers of Arabic subjects. If only Arabic teachers are available while there are not enough interested students, then the selection of Arabic as a local content or elective subject cannot be done. On the contrary, the number of students interested is sufficient but there are no teachers, so the selection of Arabic as a local content cannot be carried out. This requirement is seldom met, resulting in Arabic being scarcely chosen as an elective subject in mainstream education. The schools that carry out Arabic language learning are generally private schools affiliated with religious organizations such as Islamic High School, Muhammadiyah High School and Nahdhatul Ulama High School. Thus, learning Arabic as local or elective content is a very weak position in the general education curriculum.

Learning Arabic as an important lesson for students in secondary general education institutions nationally is not implemented. Please note that graduates from Senior High School (SMA) then continue their studies at Islamic Universities which have certainly implemented Arabic learning nationally. As a result, general education alumni are less able to adapt to Arabic courses because it is new knowledge and feels unfamiliar to them. Thus, there exists a disparity between high school graduates and graduates of Islamic educational institutions.

---


regarding their proficiency in Arabic language. This issue certainly poses challenges for Arabic instructors in Islamic universities. Therefore, maintaining inequality is unnecessary. By elevating Arabic to the status of a core subject akin to English, it can be anticipated that students from general education backgrounds, especially those attending Islamic colleges, will no longer encounter hindrances in mastering the Arabic language. They consider the inequality to be unfortunate and detrimental because Arabic is an important lesson

The inequality of Arabic subjects in the educational curriculum becomes a problem in the implementation of education, especially the output of the educational process, namely the competence of students is not optimal. Implementation of education that does not accommodate Arabic language learning. The Arabic learning model can be an alternative to educational development. Learning is ideally realized with the form of accommodation and participation of educational institutions. Such learning inequality is a process that not only provides differentiation in other subjects but is also a deprivation of rights owned by learners. Thus, inequality in learning provides space for discrimination against the process of educational development.

Even though Arabic is spoken internationally, Arabic has a wealth of standardized expressions with morphological complexity. Arabic as a language is intrinsically challenging, as is the presence of multi-dialects, and flexible and ambiguous syntaxis. This complexity is an aspect of the Arabic language that is difficult to understand properly. It further asserts that Arabic encompasses intricate and structured linguistic expressions prevalent in literature, proverbs, and the Qur'an. Nevertheless, Arabic is a language with deep meaning. The

---

meaning of Arabic is associated with the religion of Islam as part of the language of the Qur’an which contributes to the formation of religiosity. In this regard, understanding Arabic is not only concerned with international communication but also provides a deep understanding of Islamic values.

Curriculum change is important for the education system. This can answer educational needs and adjust learning dynamic. Curriculum changes are based on the results of analysis, evaluation, prediction and various challenges faced internally and externally. In this case, three factors influence curriculum change, namely 1) freedom from colonialist rule. There is an awareness of the incompatibility of the education system with national ideals, 2) the rapid development of science identifies old theories that are still used, so it requires a new approach, and 3) population growth also has implications for the quantity of students who need education. Therefore, factors that influence curriculum change are seen as inter-integrated with educational development.

Factors of Arabic Inequality in the General Education Curriculum

Factors of inequality in Arabic in general education institutions as the main subject so far include; is the impact of the education system in Indonesia, namely the dichotomy between general education and religious education. Arabic tends to be understood as part of the Islamic Religious Education (PAI) subject so it is considered unnecessary to include its name (Arabic) as the core subject.

https://doi.org/https://doi.org/10.7717/peerj-cs.469.


teaching subject in the curriculum. Hence, relegating Arabic instruction solely to Islamic studies teachers is deemed insufficient. Additionally, Arabic is perceived as a language with a high level of complexity, characterized by intricate rules and structures, thus resulting in diminished motivation and interest among learners. Finally, the teacher factor, meaning that professional Arabic teachers in public education institutions are not available, which is the reason for the inequality of Arabic as the main subject.

Arabic language learning has until now become an important study at universities in various countries on five continents. On the European continent, for example in Germany there is an Arabic study center developed by Prof. Ecchehart. Germany is one of the countries that has a minority Muslim population. They are of the view that Arabic is an important language of science to understand for German citizens to interact with Arabic-speaking citizens of the Middle East. So Arabic for them is the science of communication tools, not just the language of religion.

The inequality of Arabic as the main subject in public education institutions in Indonesia is illogical and regrettable. It is a discriminatory policy because it is more concerned with other foreign languages than Arabic which is needed by Indonesian students and society. Arabic language learning is the right of all learners regardless of religion as non-Muslim children such as Jews and Christians learn Arabic in Arab countries and others. Arabic is recognized as a tool of science and part of Islamic civilization, so public education institutions under the Ministry of Education and Culture should be the same as religious educational institutions under the Ministry of Religion. The two ministries actually both carry out Arabic language learning as the main subject (institution) because students both need Arabic language learning, both as a tool science and as a skill. When viewed from the aspect of religious identity, the majority of public school students are Muslims.

Arabic language instruction has been extensively, widely, and systematically implemented within religious educational institutions (madrasas). However, its presence in public educational institutions is not as widespread, primarily due to various factors. The importance of learning Arabic in schools 55, part of mastering foreign languages is one of the competencies that are indispensable for the future of students, including science, technology, and mathematics. Especially in an era of development that increasingly requires students to be able to adapt to global situations. Therefore, it is not logical if general education students only master Indonesian or English alone. Arabic is one of the most important foreign languages taught to students in public schools. However, there are still challenges that need to be overcome regarding Arabic language learning in this school, including the lack of teaching staff and also the determination of the appropriate curriculum.

Indonesian children should learn Arabic because it is widely used in the world in various fields. Arabic can help children's future by opening up opportunities for them to connect with hundreds of millions of Arabic speakers around the world. Arabic is the fifth most spoken language in the world, with more than 200 million native speakers and more than 400 million other users spread around the world. Arabic is important for international relations and global politics, especially for children who want to pursue careers in politics and international relations 56. Arabic is one of the six official languages of the United Nations (UN). The development of Arabic language learning is also important in the need for diplomacy at several international events. Arabic is needed by Indonesian students 57, compared to other foreign languages because the need for Arabic language skills is increasing. Today, many jobs in various industries require Arabic language skills 58. So Arabic lessons for students can prepare them with skills that will be useful to survive in the world of work.

Learning Arabic can introduce other cultures to students 59. Furthermore, it instills a sense of tolerance in children from a young age, especially pertinent in the face of increasing incidents of racism, radicalism, and interreligious crimes. By imparting Arabic language and culture, it signifies a more robust

preparation for the nation’s future. What needs to be emphasized in learning Arabic in schools is that teachers must be able to make Arabic fun through the application of learning methods and media. Arabic is recognized as a language that is quite difficult to learn, teachers can try to outsmart it by slightly modifying the teaching method. For example, by making games, group work, and other ways of teaching that are not boring. Teachers can teach children the use of Arabic first in everyday life. After that gradually introduced the letters in Arabic. This way children will more easily recognize the letters in the vocabulary they have often used. Because Arabic is still quite rarely taught in public schools in Indonesia, the curriculum used is still diverse. Not infrequently, Arabic teachers themselves have to compile a learning curriculum in the classroom. The curriculum made by the teacher is not wrong, but sometimes the material taught is not by the times, because it is too focused on theory or because it never updates the curriculum.

Implications of Inequality in Arabic as a Key Subject.

Curriculum changes are important for the education system, the curriculum applied in the education system in Indonesia today is the independent curriculum. The curriculum will come into effect in 2022, after the issuance of the Decree of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Research and Technology Number 56 of 2022 concerning Guidelines for Curriculum Implementation in the Context of Learning Recovery. Curriculum changes can answer educational needs and adjust a learning dynamic. Curriculum changes are based on the results of analysis, evaluation, prediction and various challenges faced internally and externally. Three factors influence curriculum change, namely 1) freedom from colonialist rule. There is an awareness of the incompatibility of the education system with national ideals, 2) the rapid development of science identifies old theories that are still used, so it requires a
new approach\textsuperscript{66}, and 3) population growth also has implications for the number of students who need education\textsuperscript{67}. Therefore, factors that influence curriculum change are seen as inter-integrated with educational development\textsuperscript{68}.

The most obvious and noticeable implication is when alumni of General Education (SMA) continue their education at Islamic Religious Universities (PTKI) which carry out Arabic language learning both as an institutional and expertise subject. Many inputs for Islamic higher education institutions (PTKI) originate from general education backgrounds before they are dispersed among various study programs, including the Arabic Language Education (PBA) program. Many general education (SMA) alumni are interested in continuing their studies at Islamic Universities. You can imagine how difficult the challenges of the Arabic learning system at PTKI are, especially for the input of general education alumni\textsuperscript{69}. Arabic as the main subject in general education is believed to be able to help the government in reducing the illiteracy rate of the Qur’an. Basic knowledge and skills of Arabic are needed by students in general education because as the majority of Muslims, they are very intensely related to Arabic literacy such as the holy book of the Qur’an, the book of hadith and other books that discuss Arabic\textsuperscript{70}.

In religious educational institutions (madrasas) and private Islamic schools, Arabic is an important subject and has professional teachers, especially those who teach Arabic. Public schools with mostly Muslim students should be able to learn Arabic because it is an integral part of religious science. If the shortage of teachers is one of the reasons for the inequality of Arabic as the main subject, it is not appropriate because all Islamic Religious Universities (PTKI), both public and private, from S-1, S-2 and S-3 annually produce Arabic scholars who number hundreds or even thousands nationally. Arabic today seems to be increasingly in demand learned in Indonesia, both for pragmatic purposes such as education, economy, politics, and culture as well as for


\textsuperscript{67} Kandiko Howson and Kingsbury, “Curriculum Change as Transformational Learning.”


religious purposes. Although there are many enthusiasts, there is no legal basis that requires Arabic as a compulsory subject in general education, in Law Number 20 of 2003 concerning the National Education System and Law Number 12 of 2012 concerning higher education also does not include that Arabic is a compulsory or main subject.

Arabic is studied in Indonesia in religious forms and patterns because the majority of Indonesia's population is Muslim. Indonesia holds the distinction of being the most populous Muslim-majority nation globally. According to Ibn Taymiyyah, Learning Arabic is compulsory because it is a part of Islam that cannot be separated from Muslims. Arabic is a science for the development of knowledge and deepening of religious knowledge.

Conclusion

The inequality of Arabic as the main subject in general education, especially at the high school level, can occur because Arabic is considered part of Islamic Religious Education. On the other hand, the education curriculum seeks to maintain the dichotomy of the education system in Indonesia with more general lessons and very few religious lessons, and the religious education system with more religious content and fewer general lessons. The implications of inequality in Arabic as the main subject in general education institutions experienced by students of Islamic Religious Universities will also continue to occur. When viewed the position of Arabic in Indonesia which is already an integral part that cannot be separated from citizens, it is appropriate for Arabic to be a core lesson at all types and levels of education including general education institutions. It is proven that religious educational institutions (Islamic Schools, Madrasas, Islamic Boarding Schools and Islamic colleges) which since the beginning of the curriculum have made Arabic the main subject have succeeded in strengthening the realization of output by the goals of national education, namely the formation of students who are faithful, pious, responsible and democratic.

---
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